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Abstract—A set of neural networks is employed to develop control policies that are better than fixed, theoretically optimal policies, when applied to a combined physical inventory and distribution system in a nonstationary demand environment. Specifically, we show that model-based adaptive critic approximate dynamic programming techniques can be used with systems characterized by discrete valued states and controls. The control policies embodied by the trained neural networks outperformed the best, fixed policies (found by either linear programming or genetic algorithms) in a high-penalty cost environment with time-varying demand.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Physical distribution systems enable an organization to meet final demand for goods it obtains from outside suppliers and to which it may or may not add value by processing. In our test system (Fig. 1), the supply chain is a multiechelon depot system. Each depot holds inventory (at some cost) and orders replenishment from the next echelon up; the highest node is an outside producer/supplier. Holding costs are lower at higher echelon storage sites. Deliveries are via the most economical transportation mode consistent with the demand and reorder cycle. Priority replenishment may be made via a high-speed, high-cost mode, and backorders are allowed. Transportation resources are multimodal and under policy control, but are limited and can only be changed periodically. The objective is to optimize the inventory, ordering, and transport policies with regard to some financial criterion; in our case the criterion is to minimize total cost. Final demand may fluctuate, and average demand can change over time.

Most prior studies in this application area have concentrated on inventory allocations (economic order quantity) [7], [9], or only on transportation allocations (solid transportation problem) [1], [5]. For example, out of forty-six papers consulted during our research, only ten dealt with the combined inventory/transport problem, and none of the work we reviewed dealt with the combined inventory/transport problem in a stochastic, nonstationary environment. A 1999 review by Sarmiento and Nagi [21] lists no papers in this area, and identified the problem as one that needs additional research. The investigation of nonstationary demand appeared only in the thirteen papers that dealt solely with the inventory problem.

This work addresses the selection of an optimal set of both transport and inventory policies for a multiproduct, multi-echelon, multimodal physical distribution system in a nonstationary environment.

The problem is highly multidimensional, even with a small system. Both state and control variables are discrete valued and end-use demand is best characterized by a random variable. The cost surface in policy space for such systems tends to be quite discontinuous, with low cost and high cost regions separated by no more than a single transport unit.

Adaptive critic methods are a kind of reinforcement learning, wherein the parameters of a controller are periodically modified in a principled manner to effect reduction of estimated long-term cost. Most previous applications of adaptive critic methodologies have been in the context of continuous dynamic systems. Recent examples include applications such as an autopilot design for agile missile control [8] and an autonomous steering and speed control system for an automobile [11]. This paper demonstrates the use of adaptive critic based approximate dynamic programming techniques to the simultaneous optimization of inventory control and transportation policies for a discrete event physical distribution system operating within a changing business environment.

The Adaptive Critic method used here is known as dual heuristic programming (DHP). In the classic inventory/transport problem, the physical distribution system (Item A. in Fig. 2.) operates in a static environment with fixed policies. To cope with a stochastic, nonstationary environment, the system...
will require a policy controller (Item B.) that will periodically adjust those policies. The new policies are only as good as the controller that created them, so the DHP technique [25] is used to adapt and improve the controller so it continues to produce near-optimal policies in a changing environment. DHP uses an estimate of the Jacobian of the coupled policy and discrete event system (Item D.) to train a critic function (Item C.). This critic function produces estimates of the gradient of the long-term cost (cost to go) associated with a particular policy controller. These derivatives are then used to adjust the design of the controller to reduce the long-term cost. As the state and control variables in our problem context are discrete valued, various approximations are used to implement differentiable functions needed by DHP.

II. PROBLEM

In this section, we describe the supply chain management problem, provide details of the associated cost function, and list some of the constraints associated with the traditional solution techniques.

Because goods held in inventory cost money to purchase, store, and ship, an efficient organization maintains as small an inventory as possible. However, there are penalties for failing to keep enough goods on hand, ranging from delayed profits to loss of customers. In other situations, inappropriate policies can result in order-of-magnitude swings in inventories and order quantities on hand at that node, and

\[ Q(n, k, t) = \min \left( Q_R(n, k, t), Q_H(n, k, t) \right) \]

in which case

\[ Q_R(n, k, t) = UT(n, k, t) - (Q_H(n, k, t) + Q_D(n, k, t)) \]

where \( Q_D \) is the quantity already on order, but not delivered to the requesting node.

Some nodes are supply nodes (denoted when necessary by the subscript \( s \)) that supply the nodes affected by stochastic demand (subscripted \( d \)). The quantity of stock \( k \) provided by supply node \( s \), \( Q_S(n_s, k, t) \), is constrained by \( Q_D(n_s, k, t) \), the quantity on hand at that node, and \( Q_R(n_d, k, t) \) the quantity requested by demand node \( d \)

\[ Q_S(n_d, k, t) = \min (Q_R(n_d, k, t), Q_H(n_s, k, t)). \]

This quantity is then shipped along a transit arc \( a \) via some transport mode \( m \), selected based on available capacity and estimated time to stock out of the receiving node. Two transport modes are available: high-speed/high-cost, and low-speed/low-cost. Transit times are fixed for any given mode over a given arc, but vary among the arcs. At any given timestep, the trans-
port cost is the sum of fixed costs for all transport capacity purchased $C_{TF}(a, m)$, plus $C_{TO}(a, m, t)$ the operating cost for that portion of the transport capacity of mode $m$ actively involved in moving $Q_S$ over arc $a$.

Minimization of the cost function over some planning horizon requires finding a set of inventory and transport policies that are appropriate to the level of demand. Small-scale problems of this nature are traditionally solved analytically using Dynamic Programming (DP), or mixed-integer Linear Programming (LP) techniques [3], [4], [18]. There are three difficulties with these approaches. First, as the problem becomes larger and more complex, the solution space is subject to a combinatorial explosion that limits the effectiveness of traditional approaches. Second, both the DP and LP techniques use the expected value of demand (average demand) at each timestep, while a variant, stochastic dynamic programming, creates an even greater combinatorial explosion by requiring additional “recourse” terms. Unfortunately, real world (stochastic) fluctuations in demand can overwhelm a control policy tuned to the average. Finally, the average itself can change over time, so that policies that might have worked at the start of a planning period might not work toward the end. What is needed is a methodology that will allow continuous, combined tuning of both inventory and transport policies to a nonstationary environment.

III. METHODOLOGY

Over the last decade, a family of approximate dynamic programming techniques utilizing adaptive critics has been developed, techniques that do not directly suffer from the curse of dimensionality, and that can continuously adapt a control system in response to changes in the environment. These techniques work best when starting from a stable controller design. This section addresses three topics: first, we present a description of approximate dynamic programming and the use of dual heuristic programming (DHP) to implement these techniques. Second, we describe the methods we used to find quasi-optimal initial controller designs. Finally, we describe the simulation techniques and environments in which these controllers were trained and tested.

A. Approximate Dynamic Programming

In dynamic programming, one develops an optimal policy for control of a system, a “plant” in the control literature, by comparing the costs of all alternative actions at all accessible points in state space through time. Adaptive critic based approximate dynamic programming (ADP) methods start with the assumption that there exists a smoothly parameterized family of controllers that includes the optimal controller. Gradient methods are then used to search for the optimal member of this family. The needed gradients are obtained from a function estimator called a critic.

For our problem we use such a critic function, one that estimates the gradient of the secondary utility function (cost to go) at any accessible point in state space. Under the assumption that the critic is accurately estimating the gradient of the cost to go of the policy specified by the controller’s parameter values, the critic function can be used to adjust these parameters so as to arrive at a local optimum in the parameterized policy space. This process has been successfully operationalized using artificial neural networks for both the control and critic functions [2], [12], [19], [20], [23], [24].

The method is applied by formulating a “primary” utility function $U(t)$ that embodies a control objective for a particular context in one or more measurable variables. For our context, $U(t)$ is the operating cost, so we have

$$U(t) = C_{Operating}(t) = (C_H(t) + C_F(t) + C_T(t) + C_X(t)),$$

(7)

A secondary utility function $J(t)$ is then formed

$$J(t) = \sum_{k=0}^{\infty} \gamma^k U(t + k)$$

(8)

which embodies the desired control objective, discounted by $\gamma$ through time. This is Bellman’s equation, and a useful identity that follows from it is the Bellman Recursion

$$J(t) = U(t) + \gamma J(t + 1).$$

(9)

A promising collection of approximation techniques based on estimating the function $J(t)$ using this identity has been proposed by Werbos [25]–[27].

In DHP the critic’s outputs are estimates of the gradient of $J(t)$. This method utilizes two distinct training loops, one for the controller and one for the critic estimator. The controller is adjusted to optimize the secondary utility function $J(t)$ for the problem context. A gradient based learning method for controller training requires estimates of the derivatives $(\partial J(t))/(\partial u_i(t))$, where $u$ represents the various control inputs (operating policies): reorder point (RP), up-to-point (UT), and transport capacity ($T_{cap}$). We are thus estimating the way changes in policies impact our estimated total cost over time. The critic function is trained based on the consistency of its estimates through time judged using the Bellman Recursion. For the DHP method, where the critic estimates the derivatives of $J(t)$ with respect to the system states (stock levels, transport available, etc.) $R$, the critic’s output is defined as

$$\lambda_i(t) = \frac{\partial J(t)}{\partial R_i(t)}.$$  

(10)

We differentiate both sides of Bellman’s Recursion

$$\frac{\partial}{\partial R_i(t)} J(t) = \frac{\partial}{\partial R_i(t)} (U(t) + \gamma J(t + 1))$$

(11)

to get the identity used for critic training

$$\lambda_i(t) = \frac{\partial U(t)}{\partial R_i(t)} + \sum_j \frac{\partial U(t)}{\partial u_j(t)} \frac{\partial u_j(t)}{\partial R_i(t)}$$

$$+ \sum_k \gamma \lambda_k(t + 1) \left[ \frac{\partial R_k(t + 1)}{\partial R_i(t)} \right]$$

$$+ \sum_m \frac{\partial R_m(t + 1)}{\partial u_m(t)} \frac{\partial u_m(t)}{\partial R_i(t)}.$$  

(12)

To evaluate the right hand side of this equation we need a model of the system dynamics that includes all the terms from...
the Jacobian matrix of the coupled plant-controller system, e.g., all the \((\partial R_p(t+1))/\partial u_k(t)\) and \((\partial R_p(t+1))/\partial u_k(t)\). In terms of our specific problem, we would be estimating such things as \((\partial Q_H(n,k,t + 1))/\partial Q_H(n,k,t)\) and \((\partial Q_H(n,k,t + 1))/\partial Q_T(n,k,t)\).

The control policy is updated using the chain rule and the system model to translate critic outputs into estimates of \((\partial J(t))/\partial u_k(t)\), i.e.

\[
\frac{\partial J(t)}{\partial u_k(t)} = \frac{\partial U(t)}{\partial u_k(t)} + \sum_i \lambda_i (t+1) \frac{\partial R_p(t+1)}{\partial u_k(t)}. \tag{13}
\]

This gradient can then be used with any local optimization technique to optimize a policy (control) function, e.g., standard LMS adaptation for linear filters and fuzzy systems or Backpropagation for neural networks. The entire process can be characterized as a simultaneous optimization problem: gradient-based optimization of the critic function estimator with gradient-based optimization of control policy parameters based on the \(\nabla J(t)\) estimates obtained from the critic. Different strategies have been utilized to get both these optimizations to converge. One possibility is to alternate between optimizing the critic estimator and optimizing the control policy [19]. It is also possible to do both optimization processes simultaneously [12], [22].

It is known that if the DHP method converges, it converges to the correct (unbiased) solution when solving continuous time, deterministic or stochastic, linear quadratic regulator problems [28]. Quadratic convergence of the method for control system design in an online environment cannot be guaranteed due to potential instability of the plant from resonant or pathological control input sequences during adaptation. For offline optimization, plant instability can be handled by setting boundaries in state space for acceptable plant operation, and resetting the simulation when the boundaries are violated.

As DHP relies on gradient-based optimization of \(J(t)\), on nonlinear problems it inherently suffers from the problem of (unsatisfactory) local optima. Finding the global optimum of \(J(t)\) is in general subject to the “No Free Lunch Theorem.” Approximate dynamic programming techniques offer tractable methods for local hill climbing on the \(J(t)\) landscape of policy parameter space. Initialized at a random point in parameter space, these methods may be trapped by a local optimum at an unsatisfactory policy. One can attempt to avoid this by applying problem specific knowledge to the choice of initial controller parameters, in the hope of being near a satisfactorily high hill (or deep valley). In this paper we avoid this problem by starting with a quasioptimal initial policy (obtained by some other method) that is already in some sense satisfactory, and apply the DHP method to improve this starting policy.

B. Optimization and Search for an Initial Controller

As stated earlier, use of an LP model is subject to a number of difficulties. Nevertheless, it is a proven technique that will produce an optimal solution for a single deterministic demand scenario. For that reason, this study uses an LP solution as a baseline. The quasioptimal starting solution mentioned in the previous paragraph was obtained using a genetic algorithm (GA) to search the policy space. This section describes both the LP and GA tools used in the study. The GA- and LP-derived policies were developed based on a fixed demand schedule, and the demand amounts were based on the expected value of the demand for a specific stock at a specific demand node, e.g., the first demand node, node two had 2 units of demand for stock 1, and 2.5 units of demand for stock 2 every timestep for 90 simulation days.

1) Linear Programming Model: Our LP was a 4,883 constraint mixed integer multiperiod model. The large number of constraints is indicative of the seriousness of the combinatorial explosion problem. In order to make the system viable beyond just the planning horizon, we imposed the constraint that the amount of stock on hand at each location on the final day be equal to the amount on hand on the first day.

The LP model was solved using LINDO, a commercial modeling tool, and represents an analytically optimal result. For the fixed demand scenario, the cost of the LP-derived optimal policy turned out to be only 28% that of the fixed policy found by the GA. We note however, that in general, the LP solution is not an optimal solution to the problem with stochastic demand.

2) Genetic Algorithm: While the LP is guaranteed to produce an optimal solution to the deterministic demand problem, the GA is not. The fitness terrain is spiky, and the search problem is difficult, so the GA solution is generally only quasioptimal. The evaluation function used for the GA was a discrete event simulation of the full problem. The demand schedule used for the GA was the same as for the LP; demand was assumed fixed at some expected value for the duration of the experiment.

The GA implemented for the present work used a chromosome with three genes for each node—initial stock level, reorder point, and order-up-to point. It also had one gene representing the transport capacity purchased for each transport arc/mode combination.

In this GA, the top half of the population reproduces stochastically (roulette wheel selection), with reproduction probability based on sigma scaling [16]. Crossover is a version of uniform crossover. The probability of crossover was set at 0.30, and the mutation rate was set at 0.01. Business constraints necessary to the operation of the simulation were handled by repairing the chromosome as it was being created.

C. The Logistics System Simulation Process

Because the research involved modeling the operation of a physical distribution system in a manner that replicates the complexity that exists in the real world, it was necessary to use a discrete event simulation (Item A in Fig. 2) for both the GA fitness function [6], and the testbed for the controller. The simulation tracked the passage of the stocks through the various nodes, the allocation of transport resources, and the total cost of operating the supply chain. Stock inventory levels in a typical run are shown in Fig. 3.

At the end of the simulation, penalties were assessed for holding stocks in excess of requirements or for not having stocks on hand equal to the initial quantities. This is an artificial policy penalty, similar to the constraints on the LP, and is intended to ensure that the system can continue to operate beyond the planning horizon.
and variance are equal. It produces an integer stream, and that the mean and the distribution that describes the number of occurrences of an event during a time interval. It is often used to describe the distribution of demand schedules described above.

II. D. Test Regime

External demand is the sole exogenous variable. Changes in demand are defined in two ways: the overall pattern of demand (demand schedule), and the characteristics of the variance of that pattern (noise regime). We generated three different demand schedules, and combined each with two different noise regimes. The final test was to use a real-world data set, modified to fit our test conditions. The datasets used are included as worksheets in an Excel file as Attachment 1, and are described in Tables I and II.

1) Demand Schedule: The three demand schedules are as follows.

Baseline—BL (stationary demand): Demand was fixed for a 360-day test period. This is the demand schedule (without noise) that was used to develop the startup policies using the LP and GA. For controller training and testing, we applied the noise described below and in Table I.

Increasing Average Demand—IAD (smooth increase): In the second demand schedule, we assumed a fixed increase in demand at every timestep throughout the period, sufficient to increase demand by 20% over the 360-day test period.

Delta Demand—DD (step increase): The final demand schedule assumed an environment where demand increased by 10% at the very beginning of the test period. This new demand level persisted unchanged throughout the 360-day test period.

The IAD and DD schedules were used only for test, not for training, and contained the added noise described below and in Table II.

2) Noise Regime: Three different kinds of noise were added to the demand schedules described above.

Poisson-Derived Noise: The Poisson distribution is a discrete distribution that describes the number of occurrences of an event during a time interval. It is often used to describe the distribution of demand at the retail level [10], [13]. It has the characteristic that it produces an integer stream, and that the mean and the variance are equal.

For demand schedules with noise, we drew from a Poisson distribution with a mean ten times larger than our target, rescaling the numbers as necessary to meet the desired non-integer demand schedule. This produced a Poisson-derived data set, with a variance one-tenth of the mean.

One over f: The assumption of the Poisson distribution is that there are no underlying forces driving daily changes in demand about the mean. In many situations this may not be true. For example, daily demand might be cyclically affected by day of the week, month, and season.

The 1/f distribution is the result of the superposition of many different rates of demand, and has the characteristic that a logarithmic plot of its power spectrum falls on a straight line. We used a 1/f distribution scaled to provide the same average demand used by the LP tool and the GA. We believe that this study represents its first use in an inventory control problem.

Real World: The acid test is to see how a system will perform under real world demand conditions. We obtained a 360-day sequence of demand for a machine part at a local manufacturer. The power spectrum of this data set appears similar to that of the 1/f distribution. The distribution is decidedly nonnormal, and the variance is large. This data was rescaled to provide the same overall averages as that found in the baseline case.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

This section addresses implementation details and some limitations of the study.

A. Limitations

This is a proof-of-concept study and the goal was to implement a system that was as simple as possible while retaining a level of complexity that allows demonstration of the method. To that end, the number of stocks, nodes, and modes are limited; the delivery times, although different for each arc/node, are fixed; and standard physical distribution techniques such as skip- or cross-echelon transfers of stock are disallowed. In addition, we made no effort to optimize the structure of the neural nets, selecting hidden layer sizes and node activation functions arbitrarily, or according to rough rules of thumb.

B. System Identification

We need a model that describes the responses of a system to control and state changes, where the system model is capable of approximating the partial derivatives \( \frac{\partial R_j(t+1)}{\partial R_i(t)} \) and \( \frac{\partial R_j(t)}{\partial u_i(t)} \). So, for example, our specific problem requires estimates of \( \frac{\partial Q_{HH}(n,k,t+1)}{\partial Q_{HH}(n,k,t)} \) and \( \frac{\partial Q_{HP}(n,k,t+1)}{\partial R_P(n,k,t)} \).

To obtain these, we trained a simple multi-layer perceptron (MLP) Neural Net (item D. in Fig. 2.) to model the supply chain system responses, then used the model NN to develop an ordered array of derivatives.

By saving all the interim results of the GA during the search for an optimal policy set (including those generated using far-from-optimal inputs) we obtain a data set that not only spans the search space, but also provides a higher proportion of I/O pairs.
in the vicinity of good solutions. We believe this is the first time such an approach has been used.

The plant model NN has 62 inputs (36 states, 18 controls, and eight exogenous demand variables (representing the sample mean and standard deviations of demand $Q_{n,k}$ from the previous seven days)), an arbitrary 102-neuron hidden layer, and 36 system state outputs. The hidden layer neurons have hyperbolic tangent activation functions, while the output layer neurons have linear activation functions. Forty-eight examples of the randomly-initialized NN were trained for 20 passes through the training data. The resulting nets had an average training set RMSE and an average test set RMSE. While this does not appear to be a sterling result, Shannon [22] has shown that even very poor predictive models can provide derivatives that are adequate for successful adaptive critic learning. This turned out to be the case for the present experiment.

The trained model NN may be used to provide information on the required partial derivatives as follows: first, pass the current state and control information $Q_{n,k}$ forward through the NN, and save the slope of the activation function for each of the NN’s nodes into a structure known as the dual of the NN. Then, for each state, a 1 is passed through the dual of the NN, with all other inputs to the dual NN held to zero [26]. The derivative information will appear as outputs of the dual NN (equivalent to the input nodes, $R(t)$ and $u(t)$, of the original NN). This information, combined with the differentiable cost equations and the Critic Neural Network’s (item C. in Fig. 2.) estimate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Noise Characteristics for Fixed and Stationary Demand Schedules</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demand Distribution</th>
<th>Node 2 Stock 0</th>
<th>Node 2 Stock 1</th>
<th>Node 3 Stock 0</th>
<th>Node 3 Stock 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>TRAIN, 90-day:</strong> via Fixed Demand.</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TRAIN, 90-day:</strong> via Poisson-derived Stationary Stochastic Demand.</td>
<td>Mean: 1.0 Variance: 0.11</td>
<td>Mean: 1.5 Variance: 0.15</td>
<td>Mean: 1.9 Variance: 0.16</td>
<td>Mean: 2.5 Variance: 0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TEST, 360-day:</strong> via Poisson-derived Stationary Stochastic Demand.</td>
<td>Mean: 1.0 Variance: 0.10</td>
<td>Mean: 1.5 Variance: 0.16</td>
<td>Mean: 2.0 Variance: 0.21</td>
<td>Mean: 2.5 Variance: 0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TEST, 360-day:</strong> via 1/N Stationary Stochastic Demand.</td>
<td>Mean: 1.0 Variance: 0.07</td>
<td>Mean: 1.5 Variance: 0.16</td>
<td>Mean: 2.0 Variance: 0.35</td>
<td>Mean: 2.5 Variance: 0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TEST, 360-day:</strong> via Real World Stationary Stochastic Demand.</td>
<td>Mean: 1.0 Variance: 16.41</td>
<td>Mean: 1.4 Variance: 23.76</td>
<td>Mean: 1.9 Variance: 32.64</td>
<td>Mean: 2.6 Variance: 59.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Noise Characteristics for Non-Stationary Demand Schedules</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demand Distribution</th>
<th>Node 2 Stock 0</th>
<th>Node 2 Stock 1</th>
<th>Node 3 Stock 0</th>
<th>Node 3 Stock 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>TEST, 360-day:</strong> via Poisson-derived Non-stationary Demand, with increasing averages.</td>
<td>Mean: 1.1 Variance: 0.12</td>
<td>Mean: 1.7 Variance: 0.20</td>
<td>Mean: 2.2 Variance: 0.27</td>
<td>Mean: 2.7 Variance: 0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TEST, 360-day:</strong> via 1/N Non-stationary Demand, with increasing averages.</td>
<td>Mean: 1.0 Variance: 0.09</td>
<td>Mean: 1.7 Variance: 0.21</td>
<td>Mean: 2.2 Variance: 0.44</td>
<td>Mean: 2.8 Variance: 0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TEST, 360-day:</strong> via Real World Non-stationary Demand, with increasing averages.</td>
<td>Mean: 1.5 Variance: 16.42</td>
<td>Mean: 1.9 Variance: 23.57</td>
<td>Mean: 2.3 Variance: 33.21</td>
<td>Mean: 3.1 Variance: 60.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TEST, 360-day:</strong> via Poisson-derived Non-stationary Demand, with delta demand changes.</td>
<td>Mean: 1.1 Variance: 0.11</td>
<td>Mean: 1.7 Variance: 0.18</td>
<td>Mean: 2.2 Variance: 0.22</td>
<td>Mean: 2.7 Variance: 0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TEST, 360-day:</strong> via 1/N Non-stationary Demand, with delta demand changes.</td>
<td>Mean: 1.1 Variance: .09</td>
<td>Mean: 1.7 Variance: 0.20</td>
<td>Mean: 2.2 Variance: 0.43</td>
<td>Mean: 2.7 Variance: 0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TEST, 360-day:</strong> via Real World Non-stationary Demand, with delta demand changes.</td>
<td>Mean: 1.2 Variance: 21.70</td>
<td>Mean: 1.6 Variance: 31.43</td>
<td>Mean: 2.2 Variance: 43.16</td>
<td>Mean: 3.0 Variance: 79.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of $\lambda$, is used to locally optimize toward an appropriate policy function.

### C. Policy Representation

We need a smoothly parameterized family of policies over which to search for an optimal policy. We formulated such a family using a neural net policy controller, trained using Poisson-derived demand with a stationary mean equal to the value used by the GA and LP. The policy controller NN has 44 inputs, and 18 outputs, one output for each control variable. The number of neurons in the hidden layer was arbitrarily set at 68. The hidden layer neurons used hyperbolic tangent activation functions, while the output neurons used linear activation functions. The inputs included the state variables and eight demand descriptors, including the average and standard deviation of demand over the previous period for each stock at each retail node. The NN’s output represents recommended deltas to the current reorder and order-up-to points for each node/stock pair and the maximum capacity allocated for each arc/mode. With this arrangement, the starting policy values are equivalent to a set of biases on the output layer. The network was trained using standard backpropagation methods.

### D. Critic Estimator

The critic network has 36 inputs, and 36 outputs, one for each state variable. The number of neurons in the hidden layer was arbitrarily set at 80. The hidden layer neurons used hyperbolic tangent activation functions, while the output neurons used linear activation functions. The inputs are the state variables $R(t)$ and the network’s outputs, $\lambda(t)$, are estimates of the partial derivatives of the components of the operating cost $C_{OPERATING}$ with respect to the state variables. The critic network was trained using a zero discount rate ($\gamma = 1$), using standard Backpropagation methods.

## V. Results

We tested the resulting neural control system against the policies found by the GA and LP across the full range of demand variation described in Section III-D. The NN controller design achieved using the DHP adaptive critic method was able to improve on all fixed policies (Table III). These results were highly consistent—the coefficient of variation (Std Dev/Avg) in all test series was 0.05% ($n = 250$).

1) Poisson-Derived Noise: In this set of experiments, we first trained the NN controller on 90 days of Poisson-derived demand, then tested it in a 360-day simulation against both Poisson—derived demand (Fig. 4) and against real-world demand (Fig. 5). The DHP-designed NN controller, starting from both an LP-derived and a GA-derived policy set, again turned in significant improvements over the fixed-policy controllers.

2) One-Over-F Noise: In this set of experiments, we first trained the NN controller on 90 days of 1/f-distributed demand, then tested it in a 360-day simulation against both 1/f-distributed demand (Fig. 6) and against real-world demand (Fig. 7). The NN controller, starting from both a GA-derived and an LP-derived policy set, again turned in significant improvements over the fixed-policy controllers.

## VI. Conclusions

We have demonstrated that adaptive critic based approximate dynamic programming techniques can be effectively used with systems characterized by discrete valued states and controls. The improvements over fixed policies (found using either a LP model or a genetic algorithm) average 83% under conditions both of stationary and nonstationary demand in a high penalty environment.

The cost structure of the simulation was designed to maintain pressure on both the GA evolutionary search and the NN learning process, by penalizing severely any failure to maintain...
Fig. 4. Performance Comparison—Neural Controller vs. Fixed Policy Controllers. The NN controller was trained and tested on normally-distributed demand. The Y-axis units are arbitrary penalty points, consistent across all tests.

Fig. 5. Performance Comparison (Real-world test)—Neural Controller vs. Fixed Policy Controllers. The NN controller was trained on normally-distributed demand and tested against a real-world data set. The Y-axis units are arbitrary penalty points, consistent across all tests.

Fig. 6. Performance Comparison (1/f test)—Neural Controller vs. Fixed Policy Controllers. The NN controller was trained and tested on 1/f-distributed demand. The Y-axis units are arbitrary penalty points, consistent across all tests.

Fig. 7. Performance Comparison (Real-world test)—Neural Controller vs. Fixed Policy Controllers. The NN controller was trained on 1/f-distributed demand and tested against a real-world data set. The Y-axis units are arbitrary penalty points, consistent across all tests.

In summary, we used a version of approximate dynamic programming to find a quasioptimal solution to a difficult business problem. In addition, we have demonstrated successful use of off-optimal data from an initial evolutionary search to provide system identification inputs for a system model neural net. Techniques taken from the engineering context were here successfully applied to day-to-day business applications. This appears to be a fruitful source of additional solutions for business.
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In the interest of compactness, we are using notation from both the control and inventory literatures, where each is appropriate. For example, when discussing operations and operating policies, we follow the inventory literature and address such things as stock levels $Q$, stock reorder points $R$, and transportation capacity leased $T_{cap}$, when deriving a control equation we follow the control literature and consider all these variables as simply different system states $R$ or control inputs $u$. 

stocks or transport resources at a level appropriate to the scenario. Costs reported, therefore, are not directly comparable to normal business operating costs.

Extension of this approach from retail inventory control to inventory control in a production environment appears simple—many of the techniques of sales inventory control are directly applicable to production inventory control. The key differences include covariant demand among the various stock items, the requirement for a specified dwell time at each node traversed, and setup costs for each stock/assemblage at each node it traverses.
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A. Nomenclature

$C_{\text{Final}}$ Final penalty costs based on the state of the system at the end of the planning period.

$C_H$ Holding cost.

$C_{\text{Initial}}$ Initial cost of setting up the system.

$C_{\text{Operating}}$ Daily operating costs.

$C_P$ Purchase cost of goods purchased after the start of the operation (only applies to node 1).

$C_T$ Transport cost.

$C_{TF}$ Fixed cost of transport.

$C_{TO}$ Operating cost of transport.

$C_{\text{Total}}$ Total cost.

$C_{TX}$ Penalty cost for not having enough transport to move filled stock orders.

$C_X$ Stock out penalties for not being able to meet demand.

$D$ Exogenous demand

$P_{H}$ Holding cost per unit of stock.

$P_P$ Purchase price per unit of stock.

$P_{TF}$ Fixed price per unit of transport.

$P_{TO}$ Operating price per unit of transport engaged in movement of goods.

$P_{TX}$ Penalty price for transport shortfall.

$P_X$ Penalty price per unit of stock shortfall.

$Q_D$ Exogenous demand.

$Q_H$ Quantity of stock on hand.

$Q_P$ Quantity of stock purchased.

$Q_R$ Quantity requested by a node.

$Q_S$ Quantity supplied for transport.

$Q_{XS}$ Stock shortfall quantity.

$Q_{XT}$ Quantity of stock supplied that cannot be shipped.

$T_{\text{CAP}}$ Transport capacity procured for the current control period.

$\text{RP}$ Reorder point.

$\text{UT}$ Order-up-to point.

Cost Function Derivation

The cost equation may be broken down as shown

\[
C_{\text{Total}} = C_{\text{Initial}} + C_{\text{Operating}} + C_{\text{Final}} \tag{14}
\]

\[
C_{\text{Initial}} = \sum_{n=1}^{N} \sum_{k=0}^{K} C_P(n,k) Q_H(n,k,t) \tag{15}
\]

\[
C_{\text{Operating}} = \sum_{t=0}^{T} \left( C_T H(n,k) + C_P(T) + C_T(t) + C_X(t) \right) \tag{16}
\]

\[
C_{\text{Final}} = C_X \sum_{n=1}^{N} \sum_{k=0}^{K} \max \left( Q_H(n,k,t), 0 \right) \tag{17}
\]

\[
C_T H(n,k) = \sum_{i=n}^{N} \sum_{l=0}^{K} P_{TF}(n,k) \tag{18}
\]

\[
C_T P(l) = \sum_{k=0}^{K} P_{TX}(n,k) \tag{19}
\]

\[
C_X(t) = \sum_{n=1}^{N} \sum_{k=0}^{K} P_{TX}(n,k) Q_{XS}(n,k,t) \tag{20}
\]

\[
C_T F(t) = C_{TF}(t) + C_{TO}(t) + C_{TX}(t) \tag{21}
\]

\[
C_T F(t) = \sum_{a=0}^{A} \sum_{m=0}^{M} P_{TF}(a,m) T_{CAP}(a,m,t) \tag{22}
\]

\[
C_{TO}(t) = \sum_{a=0}^{A} \sum_{m=0}^{M} P_{TO}(a,m) Q_X(a,m,t) \tag{23}
\]

\[
C_{TX}(t) = \sum_{a=0}^{A} \sum_{m=0}^{M} P_{TX}(a,m) Q_X(a,m,t) \tag{24}
\]

where the summations in the stock equations are over $N$ locations and $K$ types of stock, and the summations in the transport equations are over $A$ transport arcs and $S$ transport steps.
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